On Wednesday 17th December we held the Christmas meeting at Okehampton Golf Club. In the morning some 30 members played a greensome for the P. J. Flieg Trophy. Most were lucky to complete before the rain set in for the day, and that in itself is unique for this Winter.

It was noted however that over half made their annual visit to the river by the 12th green.

The results were:

1st: R. Whyman (Bude G.C.) M. Pike (Elfordleigh) G.&C.C.) 39 pts.
2nd: P. Newcombe (Exeter G.&C.C.) 37 pts.
3rd: T. Blackburn (Downes Crediton) R. Parker 34 pts.

Golf was followed by a splendid Christmas dinner for a full house of 70, after which we were entertained by Hercules Britain’s funniest strong man. The day ended with the raffle draw, Christmas dinner for a full house of 70, and the wine at the tables. All members after which we were entertained by Gordon Child and Brian Summers who stepped in and ran the meeting so well for me.

Unfortunately I was unable to attend the Christmas meeting. (did anyone notice?) and I would like to thank J. Mills "37 pts.

A typical situation was encountered at Redditch Golf Course, which enjoys a very attractive undulating setting, partly in old parkland and partly woodland. At the time of construction an excellent job was made of the course layout, irrigation system and, of course, the Club House, but little or no attention was paid to under drainage. The course is constructed on Red Marl and the lack of drainage has caused serious problems with maintenance and even playing on the course in particularly wet periods. Over the years various attempts have been made to improve the situation by installing odd drains into the wettest areas and mole ploughing complete fairways. None of these treatments was particularly successful and the mole ploughing caused an unacceptable amount of disturbance.

The Club decided to allocate a budget to drainage on an annual basis and starting with the wettest fairways, drain the whole course over a number of years. The whole course was examined, planned out and costed. It was found that the problem in the woodland areas was mainly a complete lack of soil structure coupled with very thin top soil, whereas in the old parkland the soil was in generally much better condition but the old existing drains had been broken in the construction of the course. A decision was taken to install drains with the trenchless machine at 2 metre spacings and to treat the whole of the wettest fairways within the budget available.

The first phase was installed in the early summer of 1985 during a fairly wet period; disturbance was minimal and in fact most players continued to use the fairway whilst the work was in progress. The system performed very well over the 1985-86 winter and the second phase was completed in dry conditions in 1986.

The cost of draining a fairway varies considerably depending on length and width etc. but the total cost of the two phases completed was £20,000 and eight complete fairways have been improved, so an average cost per fairway is around £2,500.

A distinguished line up of speakers has been booked for a one day seminar on Tuesday 17th March at Houghall Agriculture College by the Cleveland Section of the Greenkeepers’ Association.

Jack McMillan the BGGA Vice-Chairman and Sunningdale’s Course Manager will preside over the proceedings which will commence at 9.00 a.m.

Among the speakers are Nick Bisset from Askham Bryan College, who will discuss Greenkeeper Training, Robin Hume from Turf Irrigation Services and Eddie Sims of Par 4 on Irrigation for the Golf Course, Derek Gannon, the Belfry’s Course Manager on Preparing a Championship Course and an up date on the latest Pesticide Legislation by a spokesman from the Ministry of Agriculture.

There will be an opportunity for questions to the panel at the end of the session.

The total seminar fee of only £6.00 includes, coffee, lunch and a set of notes.

Details and reservations from: A. Naisbitt 5 Martindale Road, Darlington

FOR SALE

TRACTORS

For Sale

Two Kubota B7100 DP
3 Cylinder, 16 h.p. Diesel
Tractors with 4 Wheel drive.
Hitch Fitted.
Only 400 hours usage, good as new
£2,500 + VAT Each

Contact: Mr. R. B. Wharton
LOYNE LTD.,
Globe Lane, Dukinfield,
Tameside, SK16 4UY.
Tel: 061-330 4551

ALDWARK MANOR GOLF CLUB

QUALIFIED GREENKEEPER

Required for this challenging Nine Hole course

This position may suit someone presently holding a First Assistant’s position.

Salary and conditions which may include accommodation, by arrangement

Please apply in writing giving details of experience to:

BRIAN HORNER,
Aldwark Manor, Alne, York YO6 2NF

SEMINAR FOR THE NORTH-EAST
SANDFORD SPRINGS GOLF CLUB
Nr. NEWBURY
require an
ENTHUSIASTIC HEAD GREENKEEPER
(commencing April 1987)
The Course is at present under construction (the remaining 9 holes to be completed this year) and the post will therefore provide an exciting opportunity of working on the course from its earliest stages of development through to opening in 1988/89
Must be of proven ability.
Career details to be enclosed with reply
Salary negotiable
Accommodation provided
Reply to:
HAWTREE & SON,
Golf Course Architects,
5 Oxford Street, Woodstock,
Oxford OX7 1TQ

CHANNELS GOLF CLUB,
Invite Applications for the post of
HEAD GREENKEEPER
This young fast improving and growing club seeks a person of proven ability and experience in all aspects of Course Management.
Applicants should have a practical working knowledge of the use and maintenance of modern greenkeeping machinery, together with the ability to direct and train staff.
The course is unique in its construction being partly formed on restored quarry land, and plans include the further extension and construction of golf course and other sports surfaces.
Salary by Negotiation
Possible flat accommodation
Please write stating age, qualifications, etc. and salary expectations to:-
MR. R. J. C. STUBBINGS
Company Director/Secretary,
Channels Golf Club Ltd.,
Belsteads Farm Lane, Little Waltham,
Chelmsford, Essex

THE BRITISH AND INTERNATIONAL GOLF GREENKEEPERS ASSOCIATION

GENERAL ADMINISTRATOR
The Association wishes to appoint a General Administrator based at Bingley, West Yorkshire
Responsibility will include the day to day running of the Association’s business, management of Education and Training schemes, and the development of activities which will contribute towards the confirmation of the Association’s international professional standing
Applicants aged between 35 and 50 should be able to demonstrate all-round administrative experience, leadership qualities, and a record of representation at senior industrial or national level
Salary will be in the region of £16,000
Write for application form to:
R. J. BUTLER,
Crew Butler Ltd.,
35 Orchard Way, Stanbridge,
Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire LU7 9JE

BRITISH ASSOCIATION OF GOLF COURSE ARCHITECTS
MEMBERS (Full)
J. Hamilton Stutt
12 Bingham Avenue, Poole, Dorset BH14 8NE
Telephone: 0202-706406
Donald Harradine
CH 1587, Castano, Switzerland
Telephone: 091-711561
Fred Hawtree, Martyn Hawtree
5 Oxford Street, Woodstock, Oxford OX7 1TQ
Telephone: 0993-811976
Donald Steel
Cotton Pennink Steel & Partners
Miller House, Corporation Street, Rugby, Warwick CV21 2DW
Telephone: 0788-77191
Tom McAuley
38 Moira Drive, Bangor, Co. Down, N. Ireland BT20 4RW
Telephone: 0247-465953
Peter Harradine
P.O. Box 1165, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates
Telephone: 009716-356446

OVERSEAS (Full)
Eddie Hackett
28 Ailesbury Drive, Dublin 4, Eire
Telephone: Dublin 691192
Joan Dudok Van Heel
Berkenstraat 4, 1640 St. Genesis, Rode, Nr. Brussels, Belgium
Telephone: 359-5518
Pier Mancinelli
21 Via Achille Papa 00195, Rome, Italy
Telephone: 06-36336-35
Jan Sederholm,
S. 252 34 Helsingborg, K. Kristoffersg 3A, Sweden
Telephone: 042-371-84

OVERSEAS (Provisional)
Kurt Rößnicht,
Dennenmoos 5a, 8990 Lindau-Bad, Schachen, Germany
Telephone: 08382-230-05
R. Berthet
57-59 Rue Lhomond, 75009, Paris, France
Telephone: (1) 336-77-50

SENIOR MEMBER
Fraser Middleton
15 Kilmaron Crescent, Cupar, Fife KY15 4DS, Scotland
Telephone: 0334-54504